Welcome to the Eden Project

The Eden Project connects us with each other and the living world exploring how we can work towards a better future.

Nestled in a huge crater, massive covered Biomes housing the largest rainforest in captivity, Mediterranean landscapes, stunning plants, crop displays, art installations, exhibitions and stories serve as a backdrop to our striking contemporary Outdoor Gardens, summer concerts and exciting year round family events. The Core, our Exhibitions and Learning Centre, draws the threads of the Eden story together.

Join us

Become a Member and discover more. Whether you’re into great value days out with your family and friends, with the added treat of extra discounts and priority access, or you enjoy getting behind the scenes at exclusive events, becoming an Eden Project Member is a wonderful way to support our charity and learn more about us.

Please call 01726 811932 or visit edenproject.com/membership.

We are an educational charity. Money raised supports transformational projects and learning programmes. Registered charity number 1093070 (The Eden Trust). Thank you for your support.

www.edenproject.com
Planning your day

Rainforest Biome
The largest rainforest in captivity. Trek through the steamy jungle, discover how rainforests keep us alive and how we can help do the same for them. Bananas? Coffee? Cashews? All here. Explore the need for a balance between the world’s wild places and the cropped landscapes. Visit our Rainforest Canopy Walkway.

Outdoor Gardens
Back in 1998 this site was a barren landscape, with no soil and no plants. Today it celebrates our dependence on plants, presents our cropped and wild landscapes and explores their importance. It shows how people can work together, and with nature, towards a better future.

Land train:
Every 15–20 minutes between Visitor Centre and Stage area.

Lift and Bridge:
Join the Core and Visitor Centre.

Stage
The base for our seasonal events programme: The Great Easter Egg Hunt, Eden Sessions (music events), Dinosaurs, summer barbecues, Halloween and our winter festival with ice skating and Father Christmas. For the latest programmes visit edenproject.com.

Great food in and around the Stage when there’s an event on.

Mediterranean Biome
Sights, scents and stories from the Mediterranean, South Africa and California. Visit the wild landscapes and stroll through the world’s kitchen gardens with wild vines, age-old olives, the citrus grove... We need both wild and cultivated, it’s all a matter of balance.

Eden Med Terrace.
Authentic delicious Mediterranean food.
Get in that holiday mood.

Core
Home to exhibitions, art, schools programmes, the 75-tonne Seed sculpture and a play area for the young ones. Discover how the planet’s wild places keep us all alive and kicking. Find out about some of Eden’s projects worldwide and try to figure out why we built the world’s largest nutcracker.

Visitor Centre
The way in and out, tickets, our big shop, plant sales, ATM and loos.

Eden Food
The food we serve reflects the stories we tell. It is responsibly sourced: fairly traded, direct-sourced, organic, seasonal, and/or local and freshly made. We cater for vegetarians, vegans, meat-eaters and gluten-free diets. There are several cafés to choose from. Check site for opening times. Some cafés close in quieter periods.

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter.
General enquiries: 01726 811911.
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